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		This is the third of three “Best of The Perl Journal” O’Reilly books, containing the créme de la créme of the 247 articles published during The Perl Journal ’s five-year existence as a standalone magazine. This particular book contains 47 articles about the leisure pursuits of Perl programmers. You won’t find articles on web development or object-oriented programming here. This book is for relaxing and reveling in Perl culture—a mindset favoring programs that are weird, wacky, and hubristic.

	
		The Perl Journal (TPJ) did something most print journals aspire to, but few succeed. Within a remarkable short time, TPJ acquired a cult-following and became the voice of the Perl community. Every serious Perl programmer subscribed to it, and every notable Perl guru jumped at the opportunity to write for it. Back issues were swapped like trading cards. No longer in print format, TPJ remains the quintessential spirit of Perl--a publication for and by Perl programmers who see fun and beauty in an admittedly quirky little language.

	
		Games, Diversions, and Perl Culture is the third volume of The Best of the Perl Journal, compiled and re-edited by the original editor and publisher of The Perl Journal, Jon Orwant. In this series, we've taken the very best (and still relevant) articles published in TPJ over its 5 years of publication and immortalized them into three volumes.

	
		The 47 articles included in this volume are simply some of the best Perl articles ever written on the subjects of games, diversions, and the unique culture of this close-knit community, by some of the best Perl authors and coders. Games, Diversions & Perl Culture focuses on entertaining topics that make Perl users such fanatics about the language. You'll find all of the playful features TPJ offered over the years, including the Obfuscated Perl Contests, Perl Quiz Shows, humor articles, and renowned one-line recipes. The book also contains a panoply of quirky applications of Perl, including genetic algorithms, home automation, music programming, and an entire section on natural language processing.

	
		This anthology is an unmatched compendium of Perl lore.
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The Strategy Gap: Leveraging Technology to Execute Winning StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The Strategy Gap    

"With a better handle on the financial pulse of the business, enterprises will be better able to meet the Street’s expectations of financial transparency and corporate accountability. The writers do a masterful job of getting readers to this point of awareness, and further display their insight...
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Computer Science and its Applications: CSA 2012 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2012

	The 4th FTRA International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications (CSA-12) will be held in Jeju, Korea on November 22~25, 2012. CSA-12 will be the most comprehensive conference focused on the various aspects of advances in computer science and its applications. CSA-12 will provide an opportunity for academic and...
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Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Google SketchUp is the exciting free software package that makes 3D available to everybody. Whether you need to build 3D models for work, or you’ve just always wanted to explore 3D modeling, Google SketchUp was made for you. Still, it does take a bit of understanding to get started, so turn to Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies.
...
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The Palgrave Handbook of Minority Languages and CommunitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This Handbook is an in-depth appraisal of the field of minority languages and communities today. It presents a wide-ranging, coherent picture of the main topics, with key contributions from international specialists in sociolinguistics, policy studies, sociology, anthropology and law. Individual chapters are grouped together in themes,...
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Proofs that Really Count:  The Art of Combinatorial Proof (Dolciani Mathematical Expositions)The Mathematical Association of America, 2003
'This book is written in an engaging, conversational style, and this reviewer found it enjoyable to read through (besides learning a few new things). Along the way, there are a few surprises, like the 'world's fastest proof by induction' and a magic trick. As a resource for teaching, and a  handy basic reference, it will be a great addition to the...
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PartisanHarperCollins, 1945

	I am deeply grateful to Second Lieutenant Denvir for giving me

	the opportunity to write this book, and for his patient and

	good-natured submission to a cross-examination lasting many

	weeks. My thanks are due also to Mrs Denvir, whose

	hospitality made this cross-examination so much easier for all of

	us, and to Major-General HK...
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